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\textbf{ABSTRACT}

In this paper, we present SIAM-C, an avatar-mediated communication platform to study socially immersive interaction in virtual environments. The proposed system is capable of tracking, transmitting, representing body motion, facial expressions, and voice via virtual avatars and inherits the transmission of human behaviors that are available in real-life social interactions. Users are immersed using active stereoscopic rendering projected onto a life-size projection plane, utilizing the concept of “fish tank” virtual reality (VR). Our prototype connects two separate rooms and allows for socially immersive avatar-mediated communication in VR.

\textbf{Index Terms:} H.5.1 [Multimedia Information Systems]: Artificial, augmented, and virtual realities— H.4.3 [Communications Applications]: —

\section{1 Introduction}

Immersive virtual environments may play an important role as social media of the future. However, multiple technological and social scientific challenges have to be tackled \cite{1}. From a technological perspective, previous research has successfully shown avatar control from vision based systems for the body \cite{2}, and the face \cite{3}. In addition, it was shown that (immersive) virtual environments can be created connecting multiple remote users \cite{3, 4, 5}. However, a systematic exploration of the transmission of the full set of realistic human behaviors and their impact on social virtual interaction is still missing. To this regard, the research space of “social immersion” can be structured into four different aspects that may have impact on the user’s perception of the social interaction: Presence, Appearance Realism, Behavioral Realism, and Control Realism. In contrast to previous approaches, SIAM-C (Socially Immersive Avatar-mediated Communication Platform) is developed with the requirements to be capable to test the impacts of the realism of behavioral dynamics (facial expression, body motion, gaze - R1), the impact of appearance realism (R2), and the impact of control realism (R3). We set strong focus on the tracking quality and possibilities of recording the performed motions, in order to find implicit differences that may occur due to missing behavioral richness. Therefore, we chose most robust components for our system. Furthermore, the system is designed for the capability of dyadic interactions that should be scalable to smaller groups (R4). The goal of our work was to develop a platform to research the key aspects of social immersion.
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\section{2 System and Setup}

SIAM-C is designed to be capable of tracking, transmitting and reproducing human behaviors to a large extend to virtual characters. The system’s setup is illustrated in figure 1, and includes two remote OptiTrack marker-based body tracking systems (2x8 Flex3 100Hz cameras). For the facial (and gaze) tracking, we use two RGB-depth sensors (PrimeSense Carmine 1.09) and facial expression tracking software (Faceshift). We attached the RGB-depth sensor, a LED stripe, and a microphone to a steady shot camera rig worn by the users in front of their body, allowing for freedom of movement. Audio is presented using a Genelec 8020A speaker mounted behind the projection screen or headphones via the Teamspeak. Two active 3D short-throw projectors (Acer H6517ST) mounted in 90° angle render a picture of 2,25m x 1,49m.

The VR projection followed the “fish tank” paradigm \cite{6} using head coupled perspective projection. The avatars can appear in life size on the screen plane. Occlusions first appears about 45cm in front of the projection. We approximated a vertical pixel resolution of 2.866p, and 1.85p horizontal resolution. We chose to implement a software solution to transmit side-by-side progressive full hd images of 1080x1920 pixel per image. The virtual environment is implemented in Unity3D. Figure 2 shows the system’s flow for one user. The tracking data is streamed via network analog to \cite{6}, and interfaced via Mecanoid, driving the avatar behavior. In a combination of centralized/decentralized systems, one machine acted as central server to configure and control both clients with their respective streams (see fig 1). To reduce latency, the actual behavior data...
i.e., body motion data and blendshape weights) can be sent from client to client in a decentralized way. SIAM-C utilizes a mapping table to retarget facial expressions to the virtual characters.

3 Discussion

With respect our initial requirements we accounted for R1 as a diverse set of avatars are compatible without rescripting the control interface. Our solution also enables a rigid-body based inverse-kinematic approach to reduce the invasiveness of the marker-based tracking for the user. We can control the dimensions of behavioral realism (R2) including the behavioral channels of (lower head) facial expression, voice and body motion in the stereoscopic VR setting, and facial expression, gaze, voice, and body motion in a non-stereoscopic setting. We did not yet test or develop additional control mechanisms requested in R3, although interfaces are present. We accounted and tested for R4 as the system is capable of multiuser interaction. In contrast to [2], our system does not represent real surroundings, but both users can be immersed and 3D tracked. SIAM-C does not have a bezel or occluding objects in the projection except for the steady cam rig, which is set up below the line of vision. The approach by [3] incorporated multiple users. However, the appearance is limited to a small display sized screen. We decided to include a large projection in order to be able to replicate the full range of nonverbal behavior in life size. The approach from [1] is also involved full body tracking, however they do not replicate facial expression. Furthermore, SIAM-C is built as full simulation without real-user replicates in order to account for R1, R2, and R3. Although the projection is limited, our system allows for the user to be tracked in 360°, which enables CAVE like multi-user scenarios. Using a virtualudio clapperboard, all data can either be recorded synchronously or synchronized in post-processing for further analysis.

3.1 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we presented a system capable of exploring the research space of social immersion. Three of the four initial requirements are met. In contrast to other approaches, SIAM-C transmits a larger set of human nonverbal behaviors. Future technological development should investigate and include a solution for the robust integration of eye-tracking sensors into the active shutter glasses and a more stable configuration for facial expression tracking in the stereoscopic VR setting. A user study aims at investigating the effects of behavioral realism on communication, systematically varying behavioral channels.
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